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Individuals often model their consumption on others’, yet sometimes others’ behavior is unknown. This research demonstrates that, in

such instances, behavior becomes overly biased by the contextual positioning of the venue in which consumption takes place, as

individuals rely on contextual cues as a substitute for the behavior of others.
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EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Individuals frequently utilize the behavior of others as a guide 

for their own (Baumeister, Hutton, and Tice 1989). As a result, con-
sumers often model their own opinions and behavior – including 
brand preference and choice – on the observed behavior of others 
(Bearden and Etzel 1982; Bearden and Rose 1990). Extensive evi-
dence of such modeling behavior is found in the eating domain; re-
search shows that individuals vary the quantity of food they consume 
based on the behavior of their eating companions, eating more when 
others eat more and less when others eat less (Herman, Roth, and 
Polivy 2003). 

We build on the modeling literature by exploring the manner 
in which individuals make social consumption choices when the 
behavior of others is unknown. In such cases, individuals lack an 
observable standard upon which to model their own behavior and 
are thus likely to search for cues from the consumption context that 
suggest how others are likely to behave. We posit that one such cue 
is the contextual positioning of the brand or venue in which the 
consumption episode takes place. We predict that in the absence of 
information about others’ behavior, individuals rely on contextual 
cues like a brand’s positioning to establish expectations for others’ 
consumption. For example, when others’ food choices are unknown, 
consumers may look to the venue’s health positioning to infer the 
behavior of others, such that at a less healthy venue they will expect 
less healthful food choices and behaviors and at a healthier venue 
they will expect more healthful food choices and behaviors. We posit 
that these expectations will, in turn, serve as standards for behavior 
in social settings. Importantly, we do not expect to observe this effect 
in the absence of others, as individuals are free from the evaluative 
concerns that drive them to behave in line with social expectations. 

To test these predictions, our first study manipulated contex-
tual positioning by asking participants to imagine eating at either a 
deli (healthy) or a diner (unhealthy). We manipulated the presence 
of others by asking participants to consider a scenario where they 
were either eating with or without others. Participants were given 
no information regarding the choices of others, such that the explicit 
consumption behaviors of others were absent. They were asked to 
choose between a more versus less healthful menu option: apple slic-
es versus french fries. In line with our predictions, when participants 
patronized the unhealthy diner, eating with versus without others in-
creased the likelihood of selecting the less healthful option. When 
participants patronized the healthy deli, eating with versus without 
others increased the likelihood of making the healthful choice. 

In our second study, we test a key assumption underlying our 
theorizing; specifically that contextual positioning serves as a cue re-
garding the behavior of others when consumption episodes are social 
yet the behavior of others is unknown (vs. known). If this is correct, 
then when the behavior of others is known, we would not expect to 
observe the effect observed in our previous study. To test this, we ma-
nipulated contextual positioning using fictitious venues with descrip-
tive venue names that varied in terms of their level of implied health-
fulness: Greasyspoon Café (unhealthy) and Garden Café (healthy). 
In addition, we manipulated knowledge about the consumption of 
others (i.e., eating with others whose choices are unknown, known to 
be healthful, or known to be unhealthful). As predicted, when eating 

at the unhealthy restaurant, participants predicted that they would 
consume more calories when eating with others whose choices were 
unknown compared to known to be healthful, or inconsistent with 
the venue; similarly, individuals estimated that they would consume 
more calories when eating with others whose choices were known 
to be unhealthy, or consistent with the venue, versus healthful, or 
inconsistent. When eating at the healthy restaurant, individuals pre-
dicted that they would consume fewer calories when eating with oth-
ers whose choices were unknown compared to eating with others 
whose choices were known to be less healthy, or inconsistent with 
the venue; similarly, participants estimated that they would consume 
fewer calories when eating with others whose choices were known 
to be healthy, or consistent with the venue, versus unhealthy, or in-
consistent. 

In our final study we measure the salience of contextual posi-
tioning to assess the extent to which thoughts related to positioning 
mediate the relationship between positioning, the presence of others, 
and choice. In this study, we utilized restaurant pair that includes 
venues that specialize in a similar cuisine, but vary in terms of their 
perceived healthfulness as demonstrated in a pretest: KFC (unhealthy 
positioning) and Chick-Fil-A (healthy positioning). Participants were 
asked to write down their thoughts about the food venues, which 
were independently coded as relating to taste and/or health, and then 
made a choice between a healthy (steamed vegetables) and unhealthy 
(fried vegetables) option. We show that when participants patronized 
the unhealthy restaurant, eating with (vs. without) others increased 
thoughts about taste. When the consumption venue was positioned 
as healthy, eating with (vs. without) others led to increased thoughts 
about health. Our choice outcomes replicated those of study 1 and, 
moreover, while thoughts about taste mediated the relationship be-
tween the presence of others and choice at the unhealthy venue, 
thoughts about health mediated this relationship at the healthy venue. 

This research demonstrates that individuals look to cues from 
the consumption context to serve as standards for their behavior 
when they consume with others whose behavior is unknown. The 
results of three studies provide support for our predictions that the 
social context created by the presence versus absence of others and 
contextual cues based on the positioning of the venue in which con-
sumption takes place jointly impact consumption behavior. 
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